Problem B: Routing with Cell Movement
Kai-Shun Hu and Ming-Jen Yang
Synopsys, Inc.
Q&A
Q1. According to p.4, the rule of extra demand for specific cell adjacencies would be provided in the input files.
However, the rule only includes cases of the adjacencies of two master cells. How should we calculate the
extra demand if there are more than two master cells in the same gGrid?
For example, if the input includes same GGrid MC1 MC2 M1 3
How to obtain the extra demand of a gGrid with two MC1 and two MC2?
A1. Here is the explanation with examples and pseudo codes.
We calculate the extra demand by maximum master cell pairs that can be formed.
For example, for the center gGrid:
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We also give pseudo code to describe how evaluator calculate extra demand.

Last,
for rule sameGGrid MCX MCY MZ D
We guarantee that the x != y.
For rule same/adjHGGrid MCX MCY MZ D
We guarantee that the pair (x,y,z) will not repeat in the input.
Also, the pair (y,x,z) will not co-exist with (x,y,z) in given input.
Q2. Consider the cases that two pins that are supposed to connect to each other are in the same gGrid. Does the
connecting wire also increase the demand in that gGrid? Besides, how should we write such wires in the
output file in this case?
A2. Yes, it will increase the demand by 1.
You can imagine as that every pin will automatically consume 1 routing demand to the gGrid it located(no
matter how much same net pin in one gGrid) since we ask that all pin must be connected.
The two or more pins in same gGrid (row,col,lay are all equivalent) are considered connected by nature but
still consume 1 demand.
Contestants do not need output net segments(routes) with same start/end gGrid.
However, a special case that if a net has min routing layer constraint.
Even two or more pins are in the same gGrid, contestants must output a wire from pin location to the gGrid
above which on min routing layer. (please see example in picture)
Otherwise it will be considered as open.
If the two or more pins are all located equal to or above min routing layer, then this wire is not needed.
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For easier understanding, you can imagine that every net with min routing layer constraint has duplicated pin
locate on the gGrid above on min routing layer (if the pin is under min layer).
And you must connect all pins and duplicated pins.
Q3. Would the rules of input files follow the orders in the instruction?
A3. Yes, the section order in the input file is guarantee. Please see released case1~3.
Q4. Is there a maximum of the number of gGrid?
A4. The maximum number of rows will be <= 2000.
The maximum number of columns will be <= 2000.
The maximum number of layers will be <= 32.
Q5. The question about the benchmarks of problem B (Routing with cell movement). On the problem
description, it is mentioned that the routing direction is always horizontal on M1. However, on case3
benchmark, the routing direction of M1 is vertical. How should we handle the benchmark in this case? It
seems the initial routing and the evaluator are still assuming M1 is horizontal.
A5. M1 would always be horizontal. The content in the released case3 were incorrect.
We have provided the new version of case3 to correct this issue.
Q6. we want to know if there will be overflows in the initial solution that you gave.
A6. No. The initial solution would meet all constraints.
i.e. would not have overflow in the initial solution.

Q7. How do you determine if we use compilers other than gcc and g++ since we're not required to provide
our source code? For example, participants using Intel C compiler (ICC) may take great advantage of
ICC's superior single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) support. Our question is, how can the rules be
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imposed upon all participants such that no one will take advantage of this situation?
A7. From our perspective, as long as the submitted binary can be executed on the given evaluation
environment, we should accept this binary.
(Unless this contest has the rule to forbidden the commercial tool usage. User needs to purchase license
to use Intel C Compiler.)
Even in gcc, there is the optimization level. If user does not specify the optimization level when they
compile their program by using gcc, it is their own choice as well.
Q8. I have some questions about the evaluator and benchmarks that are released for the contest (Problem B,
case1 and case2):
(1) For case1, I have written an evaluator that calculates the wire length of the initial routing which is
provided. I calculate wire length based on the number of gcells that each segment spans. If this is
the right assumption, the wire length that my evaluator calculates is different from the evaluator
which uploaded on the website. For example, for benchmark case1.txt, I calculate 58 units for wire
length, where the contest evaluator shows 64 units for initial routing.
(2) In case2, the initial routing that is provided is not valid. When I use the evaluator shows that it is not
valid routing. Is it possible that the initial routing that is provided by the contest to be not valid?
A8. (1) For Q1, we checked our evaluator result again and believe our result (i.e. 64 units for case1 initial
routing) is correct.
Contestants can use "./evaluator case1.txt -verbose" to know the routing length of each net.
If contestants still think the released evaluator result is incorrect, please provide us the net name
with correct length result. We will double check it again.
(2) For Q2, the released data for case2 is incorrect. Thanks for pointing this out.
We have correct it for case2. Please help to update the "cases.tgz" to the website.
We guarantee the provided initial routing must be valid.
Q9. Q&A-Q6 Says: 'would not have overflow in the initial solution'
But I found that Case3 Grid (14 4 2) is -1 after all demand checking.
Is it wrong? or I misunderstood the giving data?
Attachment is the part of the case3 which will change the supply in that grid.
A9. adjHGGrid demand is for adjacent "horizontal" gGrids.
And, the data format is with the "row" first then followed by the "column". In your example, it is row=13
col=4 with row=14 col=4. Which is vertical. So, there is no adjHGGrid demand in this case.
adjHGGrid MC222 MC129 M2 1
CellInst C2296 MC129 13 4 Movable
CellInst C1157 MC64 14 4 Movable
//9
By the way, you can use -verbose with the released evaluator. (i.e. "./evaluator case.txt -verbose")
With -verbose option, the evaluator would print out all the gGrids which need adjHGrid and sameGGrid
demands. That can help you debug/validate your result.
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Q9. How we calculate the segment demands of one GCell? Are we considering the via segments as an extra

demand?
For example, if we have the following segments passing through GCell (2,3,1):
Seg1: 1 3 1 2 3 1
Seg2: 2 3 1 2 3 2
According to the above sample the demand of GCell (2,3,1) would be one (just counting the vertical
routed ) or would be two (counting routed wire and via segment)?
If we consider the via demands of the cells, many of GCells according to my evaluation are
overflowed.
A9. For a specific net, no matter how many segments of that net passing through a certain gGrid, we will only
count one demand.
So in your case, as long as the seg1 and seg2 are segments of the same net, the gGrid (2,3,1) will only count
one demand.
Take another example:
Seg1: 1 3 1 2 3 1 N1
Seg2: 2 3 1 2 3 2 N1
Seg3: 2 3 1 3 3 1 N1
In this case the demand of gGrid (2,3,1) is still counted one for net N1.
We will update the released evaluator soon to provide more detail information of how the demand of
specific gGrid is calculated.
Q10. I am wondering if you can guide me how the demand of each GCell is measured. According to my

understanding, we have three types of demands:
1. Blkg Demand
2. Wire Demand
3. Adjacency Demands
After implementing the demands and normalise it to the supply of each gcell, I figure out there are a
bunch of gcells overflowed which is opposite of the contest claim "The initial solution does not have
any overflow". I attached the congestion image of each layer for case3 benchmark.
The demand of each gcell is calculated as follow:
Total_demand(i,j,z) = (demand_blkg(i,j,z) + demand_wire(i,j,z) + demand_adjacency_cell(i,j,z)) /
gcell_supply(i,j,z)
I am wondering if my assumption is completely wrong in the total_demand calculation of one
gcell.
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A10. We don’t see the overflow by our evaluator in the gGrid in your provided attachment.
We also updated the evaluator so now you can indicate the debug gGrid and the evaluator will show you
all the demand it calculated.
For example in (13,6,5)
./evaluator case3.txt --dbgrow 13 --dbgcol 6 --dbglay 5
dbgGGrid total supply:16
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N146. current total dmd:1
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N239. current total dmd:2
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dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N241. current total dmd:3
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N296. current total dmd:4
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N299. current total dmd:5
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N326. current total dmd:6
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N370. current total dmd:7
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N371. current total dmd:8
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N698. current total dmd:9
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N762. current total dmd:10
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N850. current total dmd:11
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N870. current total dmd:12
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N969. current total dmd:13
./evaluator case3.txt --dbgrow 1 --dbgcol 18 --dbglay 1
dbgGGrid total supply:7
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N1805. current total dmd:1
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N1923. current total dmd:2
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N1974. current total dmd:3
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N1981. current total dmd:4
dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N1991. current total dmd:5
dbgGGrid found pin blkg dmd 1 by CellInst775. current total dmd:6
dbgGGrid found pin blkg dmd 1 by CellInst820. current total dmd:7
dbgGGrid found pin blkg dmd 0 by CellInst2666. current total dmd:7
Please let us know the detail of each demand you calculate for a specific grid to verify if the provided case
is overflown.
Q11. I have one more question, there are some nets in case3.txt for example N1946 or N1708 that there is

no initial routing for them. Is this a valid initial solution provided by contest or it is a bug in the
case3.txt benchmark?
A11. These nets are the net that all pins in the same gGrid (row=2 col=6 layer=1 in this case).
We doesn’t needs to report segment starts and ends in the same gGrid.
These nets are considered naturally connected, no routing needed. But, it still consumes 1 demand for this
gGrid for this net.
Q12. Could you please answer these trivia questions about the Problem B input format for us?

Can we assume all layers are named by Mi, Master cells are named by MCj, cells are named by Ck, and
nets are named by Nx, where i = [1, #layer], j = [1, #Master cell], k = [1, #cell], and x = [1, #net]?
And in each Master cell, can we assume pins are named by Py and blockages are named by Bz,
where y = [1, #pin in this MC], and z = [1, #blockage in the same MC]?
Since if so, we can save a little string storage and table look-up.
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A12. All these assumptions in your email are valid. You can have all these assumptions in your program.
Q13. I have few questions about problem B.

What is the range of value of each following input?
1.<MaxMoveCount>
2.<masterCellCount> and it's <pintCount> <blockageCount>
3.<cellInstCount>
4.<netCount>
5.<routeSegmentCount>
6.NumNeighborCellExtraDemand <count>
A13. All the max value of these object counts would never be equal or greater than INT32_MAX.
And, the max value of these object counts for the hidden cases would have the same order of
magnitude as the public cases. Moreover, we will provide more public cases in alpha test phase.
Q14. We have a problem related to case2.

In case2, the initial routing of N4 is strange. It connects to C4/P2 and C5/P2, and the initial placement
of C4/P2 and C5/P2 are in the same GCell, which is (3,3,1). However, the initial routing reports the
routing segments of N4, which is not necessary since the GCell (3,3,1) still has many capacities. We
find that C5/P2 is used twice by N3 and N4, but C3/P2 is not used at all. If N4 connected to C4/P2 and
C3/P2, then the initial routing would become reasonable. As a result, we want to ask if the N4's
description in case2 is wrong.
Following is the initial routing segments we draw for case2, the yellow line is N4. One of the N4's
endpoint doesn't connect to a pin at all.
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A14. It indeed has an error in the case2 content. We have corrected the error in the updated case2. Please

check the updated test case in the website.
Q15. We have a problem related to case3.
We found that there is a strange initial routing segment for N1 in case3. The {(25,16,1), (25,17,1)} segment
is redundant, and the (25,16,1) endpoint is not a pin, turning point and a Steiner point.
Through investigating the case3, we found that the C1938/P3 is in (25,16,1) and not used by any nets. Is it
possible that N1 misses a pin connecting to C1938/P3? Or is it one of our tasks to remove those
redundant segments?
Following is the initial routing we drew for N1 in case3. The (25,16,1) to (25,17,1) segment is obviously
redundant.

A15. The provided initial routing does not guarantee to have shortest routing length and might also contains
redundant or dangling routes.
Your program can remove these redundant or dangling routes to reduce the final routing length as long as
the pins of a net are still all connected by your outputted routes.
C1938/P3 is a pin which does not associate to any net. It is also expected that the test case in this contest
will have this kind of pins which do not associate to any net. No route needed for these no net pins.
Q16. We would like to know whether the different demand of a gGrid not over the supply of a gGrid will get

the same score.
For example, Is the score of a 9 demand gGrid equal to that of a 1 demand gGrid? (suppose the supply
of this gGrid is 10)
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A16. As described in the Evaluation section of Problem Description in the website, as long as there is no

overflow gGrid, the evaluation score is the summation of routing length of all nets.
So, there will be no score difference in your example.
Q17. May I ask how is the initial solution generated? Is each benchmark placed in some kind of random way or
in a way that some optimisation goals have been achieved (like congestion and wirelength)? Are they
placed by Ripple and routed by some academic router like FastRoute or NTCU-GR?
A17. The given placement result in the cases were generated by congestion and wirelength considered
placement tool. However, the given placement would not be optimum. Also, the given placement would
not be random generated.
Q18. Can you update evaluator to calculate all the demands? Such as ./evaluator case1.txt case1_output.txt -output_demands demand.txt, then I can compare the demands with our calculated demands quickly.
A18. We have updated the evaluator to report the demand of each gGrid without option control. The

demand calculated by the evaluator would be output to a file.
evalutator.tgz is updated. Please check the "readme" of the evaluator for the detail usage.
Q19. Is it guaranteed that one pin (for example C1/P2) appears in no more than one net in the input?
A19. Yes, every pin will be only associated to 1 net at most.
Q20. Whether there is only one pin or no pin in a net?
A20. 1-pin net or 0-pin net will not be happened.
Q21. If there are many pins in a net, and these pins are in the same GGrid, but the initial solution does not

specify a segment, then whether the wirelength needs to be increased by 1 and how to calculate this
GGrid demand?(such as case3.txt last net N2644)
A21. Yes. wirelength would increase by 1 in your example.
You can refer to the answer of Q2 in the Q&A pdf of problem B in the contest website for your
question of demand calculation.
Q22. According to previously asked question Q11, if all the pins in a net are in the same gGrid, then we

don't need to report segment. But it will consume 1 demand. Will that be the same for single-pin net?
In other words, is it true that we don't need to report the routing segment for a single-pin net but still
need to count 1 demand for the corresponding gGrid where the single pin lies?
A22. There will be no 1-pin net.
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Q23. Does the alpha binary require any specific input commands or we can do it as we wish and just explain it
on the README?
A23. The binary requirement have been stated in section 5.1 in the description of problem B.

Q24. Will you release more benchmarks before the alpha submission? If not, are the size of the alpha
benchmarks similar to the current ones?
A24. We will release more benchmarks AFTER alpha evaluation. These to-be released benchmarks (and also
some hidden cases) will be included in the alpha evaluation report.
The size of the to-be released benchmarks (and hidden cases) will be around 15X bigger than case3 in
terms of the number of rows and the number of columns.
Q25. The syntax in ProblemB_0224.pdf 3.1 is "NumLayers <LayerCount>", but the syntax in test cases is
"NumLayer <LayerCount>" that without 's' letter .
Which one is correct?
A25. It should be "NumLayer" without 's' letter. Problem description is updated to state with "NumLayer" too.
Q26. We needed clarification on the data in case3.txt file. It is observed that the NonDefaultSupply (NDS) for a
same grid is mentioned twice. A part of the data is presented below:
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
NumNonDefaultSupplyGGrid 137
10 22 1 +5
10 22 1 +5
7 14 2 +2
7 14 2 +2
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
The evaluator adds such supplies, i.e. for 10 22 1 the NDS is calculated as 10 and that for 7 14 2 as 4.
So is this the way we should also implement, or is this an error in the input file of the same grid being
mentioned more than once in the NDS list ?
A26. It is a data error in the released case3. Thanks for pointing this out.
For each {rowIdx colIdx layIdx} cubic, the nonDefaultSupply value should appear once at most in an input
case. All the cases in this contest would follow this statement. We have updated the data of case3 to
correct the error.
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Q27. Can we use some third-party programs such as ILP solver (Gurobi, CPLEX, etc.) in our submitted program?
A27. Yes. You can use it as long as your submitted binary can be run successfully in the environment provided by
this Contest.
Q28. Can we assume that all the Mxx MCxx etc, where xx are the respective indices, appear in the order of 1 to
num-of-M(etc.) in the input files?
A28. Yes. You can do this assumption.
Q29. We would like to ask about the ranking method of problem B.
Is the final ranking based on the summation of the score of each case? Or based on other ranking
methods?
Also, will all the released cases (case1, case2 ... case5) be in the final evaluation?
A29. The final ranking is based on the summation of the score of each case including public and hidden cases.
The problem description of problem B is updated to include the evaluation method.
Yes. All cases would be included in the final evaluation.
Q30. Is it possible that one net connects to more than one pin on the same cell instance?
A30. Yes, it is possible.
For the details that more than one pin in same gGrid, please refer to Q2 and Q21.
Q31. Are there larger cases than case4 in the Beta test? In addition, will new large cases be provided after Beta
test? which might help us to improve the solution quality.
A31. It depends on the quality of the beta submission.
If any team can perform good result in beta evaluation. We will provide more challenging case in order to
differentiate the result.
If we include challenging case in beta evaluation, we will release one of it after beta test for sure.
Moreover, we will not add new cases in final evaluation.
Q32. Our program need to use FLUTE to generate steiner tree. The binary file need to read two look up table file
when running. So is that permitted if we submit four files including a binary file, a readme file and two look
up table files?
A32. Yes. It is fine.
Q33. Can we assume if a net has the minimum routing layer constraint, then all the pins connected by the net
are lower than or equal to the minimum routing layer of the net?
A33. No. You cannot do this assumption.
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Q34. Is the evaluation machine the same we use to submit the binary? If not, can you provide the configuration
of the evaluation machine?
A34. We don’t know what is the machine that contestants use for submitting the binary.
The configuration of evaluation machine:
Linux: CentOS 6.8
CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4820 @ 2.00GHz
8 core
MEM: MemTotal: 134217728 kB
Q35. When we were trying out case6, the evaluator prompted some warnings like what is shown in the first
screen capture. However, when we look into our solution file (e.g., N325816) and use debug mode of the
evaluator (using "./evaluator ../benchmarks/case6.txt case6.txt.sol --dbgrow 6 --dbgcol 65 --dbglay 2"), it
shows "dbgGGrid found route dmd 1 by net N325816." while our solution didn't route any wire that will
pass through this gcell.
So I am wondering if it's the problem of the evaluator.
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A35. The content between following section is the information for the initial route in input.
<---- Read Input Success! ---->
…
<----

Input Valid!

---->

Only the content between following section is the information of the solution of your case6.txt.sol
<---- Read Output Success! ---->
…
<----

Output Valid!

---->

So in your case the dbgGGrid total supply is 48 and there is no dmd on the grid.
Q36. In our code, we used two additional files POST9.dat and POWV9.dat. Can they be used if we upload them
to the same folder as the binary code?
A36. Yes. Having side files is fine.
Q37. We tested the evaluator for the initial routing provided for case6 and it reported that multiple nets have
floating components. Does that mean that not all nets in the initial routing are connected?
A37. The given initial routes would have all nets be routed. (i.e. guarantee to be no open net). However, it does
contain few extra floating routes in the given initial routes data. Contestants can removes these floating
routes in their output as long as the output routes still make all the pins of the net be connected.
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Q38. The evaluator give some warnnings after we run case6, but we don't find the floating segment in output
file, is there some wrong in evaluator?

A38. From the description, it looks like the same situation of Q35.
Please refer to A35 and see if A35 can answer your query.
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